
Why California Should Implement Credit Law in Cannabis

State mandated credit terms in alcohol are used to ensure that all parties entering into a
transaction are supported. The role of the producer is to produce and package exceptional
products. The role of the distributor is to purchase those products (on negotiated terms,
generally 60 - 90 days), execute sales and account management on behalf of the producer, and
collect from the retailer with terms that support the transaction. Retailer terms in alcohol are
generally 30 days and payment must be received within 45 days. This ensures that the producer
is paid consistently, which then results in continued scale and growth. Without a consistent
supply of cash, the process breaks down. Mandated retailer payment terms allow the retailer to
buy on credit with ample time to sell, collect, and pay the distributor for goods delivered. Without
all distributors operating on the same credit term model, retailers have the option to stop paying
one and buy from another. This is what happens in cannabis, on a massive scale.

In the absence of credit law, many operators buy too much inventory, pay late or not at all, or
move money between distributors based on balances owed. The lack of credit law in cannabis
has, and will continue to, drive bad behavior from operators who choose not to honor the terms
of a financial agreement (invoice). This unorganized and unprofessional behavior reflects poorly
on the entire industry, and results in a cash flow issue for all parties down the supply chain.

The goal of credit law is to professionalize the industry, such that distributors can provide
products and services in exchange for being paid in a timely fashion, and that producers are
supported with timely payment and consistent cash flow from their distribution partners.

Credit law has proven to provide for healthy commerce between producers, distributors and
retailers within the alcohol industry. If it works for alcohol, conventional wisdom suggests that it
will work for cannabis. Lack of conventional banking further supports the need for credit law and
standardized terms. With timely payments to distributors, retailers will have more strength to
request in-store support (marketing activity, demos, events, promotions, etc.). This is the type of
activity that drives healthy brands and brings life to the industry. Without credit law, collecting
payment from retailers on past due balances becomes the focus of the relationship. Without
timely payment, the healthy cycle of commerce stops.

The following survey results reflect the mean average from responses from CDA members as of
June 2022.



Accounts Receivables Survey Questions Average Response 

How many retail accounts have you sold to within the last six months? 
(for accounts with multiple stores, consider each store as an individual account)

850

What is the total amount (in dollars) of your outstanding Accounts Receivables for Retail Products? $20,825,000

What is the total amount (in dollars) of your outstanding Accounts Receivables for Retail Products that is currently past-due? $11,875,000

What is the amount (in dollars) of the highest outstanding past-due balance with a single Retail Shop? (If the sale was to a chain of retailers, 
divide the outstanding A/R by the number of retail shops for which the products were collectively purchased)

$556,650

Of the accounts sold in the past six months, what percentage of them purchase from you COD? 25%

Of the accounts sold in the past six months, what percentage of them purchase from you between Net 7 and Net 30 terms? 55%

Of the accounts sold in the past six months, what percentage of them purchase from you between Net 45 and Net 60 terms? 20%

What percentage of your Accounts Receivables for Retail Products today are current (not yet past due)? 37.5%

What percentage of your Accounts Receivables for Retail Products today are between 1-30 days past due? 32.5%

What percentage of your Accounts Receivables for Retail Products today are between 31-60 days past due? 12.5%

What percentage of your Accounts Receivables for Retail Products today are between 61-90 days past due? 5%

What percentage of your Accounts Receivables for Retail Products today are beyond 90 days past due? 12.5%

What percentage do you expect to be able to collect of the Accounts Receivables for Retail Products that are beyond 90 days past due today? 45%



What internal policies have you established to control and manage Accounts 
Receivables with respect to extending credit terms as well as how to continue to 
service accounts with outstanding past due balances? Please explain. 

• We have instituted a Credit Scoring system to guide our decisions however coaching retailers to pay 
attention to scoring and terms has not been effective generally.

• As a distributor, we must inherently defer to the wants / needs of our brand partners in servicing various 
retail locations. That said, we give brands the ability to restrict specific retailers to "COD-only" or "must-
pay prior balance" so that deliveries will be rejected unless a retailer makes a payment of some kind. 
Internally, our accounting department will flag particular 'bad actors' and will work with those retailers on 
designated payment plans to bring down overdue AR balances or will send invoices to third-party 
collections agencies after we have exhausted all of our resources in trying to collect. 

• 1. Withhold shipments; 2. Payment plans; 3. Mostly try to never let accounts order more than they need 
to avoid making the problem worse.

• We extend credit terms based on the company's size, history and payment history. We unfortunately are 
not able to leverage any traditional credit reports nor trade references to determine credit worthiness of 
most cannabis retailers. We have a 15-day past due policy where orders will not be processed if the 
accounts are past due over 15 days. We do have exceptions for some strategic accounts or when we think 
we can bear the risk. 



What else would you like to share on this topic?

• Suppliers with distribution licenses continue to offer extended terms as a selling advantage and 
sadly they are generally having the most trouble collecting.  As a wholesaler, we have more 
leverage and still feel immense pain related to collections.  Retailers continue to expand and merge 
while running large AR balances across the board.  This activity continues to encourage poor retail 
management and is not attracting strong retail talent into the Cannabis market in CA.  The goal is to 
professionalize the industry through credit law that will respect the economic cycle between 
manufacturer, wholesaler and retailer. 

• We would like to emphasize that there are really no protections or enforcement of credit terms for 
distributors under current cannabis law. Distributors have no mechanism to force stricter payments 
and collections in order to get retailers to pay distributors in a timely manner. This often results in 
distributors owing the state large excise tax balances prior to having received payment from the 
retailers themselves. Additionally, there is no 'black-list' of consistent 'bad actors' unlike other 
industries in which distributors play a large role in the supply chain.

• It’s hard to determine credit worthiness of most retailers due to the nature of the business which is 
heavily based on cash and lack of visibility of their financial health. Most retailers do not manage 
cash flow effectively and they need products to generate source of income. So it becomes a vicious 
cycle where they can barely pay down their debt without getting more extended terms. We as a 
distributor bear the biggest risk and carry a huge AR balance on a monthly basis. If there's a way to 
share credit worthiness of these retailers among wholesalers/distributors, it would help to 
minimize our exposure. 


